Abstract -In order to improve the ghosting effect appearing the reconstruction results which are obtained through applying Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on the whole images, a novel algorithm which is reconstructed through applying PCA on local image patches is proposed. The new method firstly proposes the image patch model with overlapping areas. Then the input low-resolution patches are projected on the sample patches through PCA. And the weights can be obtained. Furthermore, the corresponding high-resolution patches are linearly combined through these weights to output the fusion patches. Now the best results are 16×12 reconstructions with the magnification of 8×8. Experimentations show that our method can reconstruct ultra-low resolution faces of 8×6 pixels with the magnification of 16×16, and the similarity with the original highresolution images is higher.
I . Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a classical linear method for feature extraction and data representation. It has been widely applied in the field of pattern recognition and machine vision. The purpose of calculating the principal components is projecting the high-dimensional data to the lowdimensional space.
The most representative application for super-resolution (SR) reconstruction based on PCA is hallucinating face by eigentransformation which is proposed by Wang [1] in 2005. This method keeps the high-dimensional and low-dimensional weighted coefficients consistent, and nonlinearly limits the high-dimensional coefficients according to the threshold. Finally, the optimal high-resolution (HR) image can be obtained. This method belongs to a global algorithm. It would produce the ghost phenomenon. The illuminations of reconstruction before and after are different. If keeping the illuminations constant through changing the nonlinear limited parameter, there will be a lot of loss of high-frequency information. It is very difficult getting the tradeoff between the illumination and the high-frequency detail.
The method for hallucinating faces based on Tensorpatch and coupled residue compensation was proposed by Wei Liu [2] from Chinese University of Hong Kong in 2005. This method utilized PCA to reducing dimensions in order to make the residue compensation more suitable for the traditional multiple linear regression models. Parinya Sanguansat [3] from Rangsit University proposed face hallucination using bilateralprojection-based two-dimensional principal component analysis in 2008. However, this method needed a large amount of calculation, because each image in training set will be bilaterally projected to the feature space. The face hallucination method through KPCA proposed by Yan [4] from Zhongshan University in 2009 was also faced with the large calculated amount. The face hallucination algorithms based on interpolation and PCA was proposed by Shen Hua [5] from Hunan University in 2010. This method used PCA to calculate the weight coefficients of local detail images. Because the manner of using PCA was the same as Wang's, the ghost phenomenon will also happen.
In conclusion, in the above face SR algorithms including PCA, PCA was used to project the whole faces into the feature space, or to fuse with other transformation in order to reduce dimensions. The ghost phenomenon will appear when using PCA to the whole face images. It will greatly affect the quality of image reconstruction. So the operation of using PCA to the local image patches is hoped to be implemented, in order to decrease its lack in the whole application.
II . The algorithm of face SR based on Local PCA
The action scope of Wang's method was the whole image. It utilized the overall similarity of faces. As shown in Fig.1 , the first line is the result of Wang's. It can be gotten that the center field of naked faces is clear, but the neighborhood has the worse ghost phenomenon. It affects the whole quality. The main reason of leading to the ghost is that the similarity of the input image and training set in the naked face area are higher than the neighborhood. Inspired by this phenomenon, a new method in which PCA acts on the local image patches is proposed in this paper. 
A. The model of image patches
From the above analysis of experimental results, the bigger the similarity of the input image and training set is, the better the reconstruction quality is. So we can reduce the difference of the input image and training set through shrinking the action scope of PCA. Suppose the size of lowresolution (LR) faces is n m pixels. It can be divided into square patches with the same size. Suppose the size of the local LR patch is l l n n  ( m n l  , and n n l  ). Because the texture features of local patches are more simple than the whole face image's, we can get that the similarity of patches are better than the similarity of the input image and training set as show in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) . 
B. The reconstruction algorithm based on local PCA
The basic assumption of the proposed new method in this paper is that the patches in the LR and HR space have the same local topological structure. As shown in Fig.4 
Multiplying both sides by
Therefore, the eigenvector matrix of C is (1), the input image patch can be expressed by
Where
is the vector of linear combination coefficients in the original space. The above formula can be written as
Step3: Make the LR patch coefficients of linear combination equal to HR patch's, and the HR patch Step4: Step1 to Step2 loop is executed until completing all the LR patches.
Step5: Our algorithm performs the image mosaic of HR patches' overlapping areas through calculating their means.
Step6: Output the HR face image.
III. Experiment
The 549 face images in FERET are used our experiments. Fig.5 shows some SR reconstruction results of FERET. In the experiments, the original HR images are down-sampled to 32×24 pixels as the input LR images. The eyes distance of LR images is 8 pixels. Comparing with the results of different methods, we can get that the ghost phenomenon seriously appears at the field of hairs and the face contours in the Wang's results. And it will directedly affect the reconstruction quality. The results of our method are more objective to the original images. And our reconstruction algorithm adds more high-frequency information than linear interpolation's. The same experiments are implemented at the students' face set of Tsinghua. The results of 32×24 pixels reconstruction are also very well. It shows that our method can adopt different face sets and has certain robustness. The reconstruction experiments for the lower images are further implemented at the students set. The sizes of the original LR images are 32×24, 16×12 and 8×6 pixels. Fig.6 shows the 
IV . Conclusion
To reduce the ghost phenomenon which occurs in the global PCA algorithm, a new method based on local PCA for faces SR is proposed. The innovation point is proposing to reduce the action scope of PCA and using this at SR application. The experiment results show its better validity than the global PCA method. It can achieve the 8x6 reconstruction. It will supply the wider application prospect for learning-based SR method in the actual situation.
